
Power Combinations

Your "Superpower!"

Peel back another layer and learn more about

yourself and others.  The first two colors in your

True Colors Spectrum tell even more of your story!

Or Go Orange - Gold
This combo offers the power of action coupled with a plan to  make it happen.  The Orange wants to go, do, and be 

active, while the Gold provides the planning of a detailed roadmap to arrive at the intended destination.

Or Gr Orange - Green
This combo has a wonderful ability to be creative and open to possibilities.  The Orange drives the action, while the 

Green drives the thinking.  Both are capable creators and, given the opportunity, can reach into uncharted waters.

Or Bl Orange - Blue

This combo provides a powerful one-two punch to create relationships.  The Orange personality is often attractive to 

others and provides an impelling force, while the Blue provides the social skill of a people person to be able to make 

connections with others.

Go Or Gold - Orange
This combo has a high need for realism.  They see structure while seeing possibilities.  They put their ducks in a row 

just before launching into action.  These are the people with a plan and are anxious to execute that plan.

Go Gr Gold - Green

This combo is a powerful mixture of concrete facts with a need for details and data.  This personality combo provides 

a well-thought-out plan with possibilities and scenarios identified.  They can bring an amazing view to any situation 

because their structure and plan will be so detailed and thorough.

Go Bl Gold - Blue

This combo has a super capacity to understand what should be done, what the steps are, and how to bring people 

into the plan.  The Gold personality sees a traditional way to move forward or provide the right answer.  The Blue 

personality blends in the insights about the people involved and how they can be an asset.

Gr Or Green - Orange

This combo has  great potential for wonderful ideas and action.  They can see a possible solution and can act on that 

possibility at a moment's notice.  However, this combo must be aware of the potential to "ready, fire, aim" which 

can be destructive.  Self-awareness is important.  Their true strength is in their ability to envision something and act 

before others are able to even begin to see the concept.

Gr Go Green - Gold

This combo has a great one-two punch - first the ideas, then the plan.  These are the thinkers who can see the end 

result and walk a team through the scenario to arrive at the desired outcome.  This visionary-type thinking, coupled 

with pragmatic steps, is a solid combo for a high-level leader (e.g., Chief Executive Officer).

Gr Bl Green - Blue

This combo is a pairing that shares an intuitive understanding of people and situations.  The primary Green drives the 

global thinking, while the secondary Blue considers the impact.  Possibilities abound for designing something to help 

people enjoy a better life.  The satisfaction of creating something new and useful, united with improving quality of 

life, is truly rewarding to a Green-Blue.
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Bl Or Blue - Orange

This combo has a remarkable people factor.  Sometimes referred to as "Blorange" (pronounced blow-rang), these 

are the people people.  Their joyful nature of connecting with people makes them a natural friend and comrade.  

They are loyal friends who bring fun and excitement with them.

Bl Go Blue - Gold

This combo brings an interesting loyalty twist.  The primary Blue provides the motivation to connect with people and 

be a caring, good friend.  The secondary Gold brings a sense of loyalty and commitment to the relationship.  This 

combination provides a powerful feeling of binding friendship.  Through thick or thin, they will be a fast friend who 

will stand by you.

Bl Gr Blue - Green

This combo is an interesting contrast.  The primary Blue provides the nurturing, while the secondary Green provides 

a thoughtful voice of reason.  The Blue and Green color personalities share an intuitive view of the world.  The Blue 

viewing the world through the lens of their heart or feelings.  The Green viewing the world through the lens of their 

head or thinking.  The combo provides a wonderful balance of caring and understanding.
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